
Who is it for? For small businesses. For small/medium enterprises. For large organizations.

In brief ... It’s an easy-to-use, ready-
to-go cash counter – saves 
time and provides greater 
accuracy.

More functions, suitable for
auditable cash counting.

Our most customizable device, integrates across  
large estates.

Counting cash The perfect machine for 
simply and accurately 
counting cash, whether 
loose or bundled. You can 
configure the float and 
count up to 2 different  
currencies, in 2 languages.

Performs all cash counting
requirements including non-
cash items such as coupons, 
vouchers and tokens. You can 
have up to 3 count modes and 
count multi-currencies,  
in multi-languages.

Advanced counting functions, including the ability to save  
potentially hundreds of till counts for retrieval and download 
later, with multiple count modes (10+) and programmable  
with multi-currencies and multi-languages. Highly  
customizable features makes it our most flexible device  
for businesses which have demanding processes and  
complex operational requirements.

Connectivity Serial and USB  
connectivity.                                                             

Serial and USB connectivity. Serial and USB connectivity.

Ethernet as standard - manage your estate from a central 
location.

Printing All three models are compatible with our Cashmaster Printer One.

Software   
updates

Easily updatable for currency changes and additional functionality.

The Cashmaster One range

maxplusprofeatures



The Cashmaster One range

Size & battery life Small, lightweight, with 8-hour rechargeable battery. Fully portable, making it easier to count cash anywhere.

Printer One  
optional extra

Our smallest, space saving design with high quality 
graphical capability.

You can carry out cash reconciliations and printouts
wherever is most convenient to you.

Graphic display Easy-to-use, icon driven, graphic display  
and user interface.

Intuitive to use, requires less than 5 minutes training.

Help Integrated help function. Quick and easy to answer questions  
and resolve usage issues.

Low maintenance No moving parts. Low maintenance costs,  
little or no operational downtime.
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